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Legal Disclaimer
Nothing in this White Paper is an offer to sell or the
solicitation to buy any tokens. SUPLAR is publishing this
White Paper solely to receive feedback and comments from the
public. If and when SUPLAR offers for sale of SUPL tokens, it
will do so through definitive offering documents, including a
disclosure document and risk factors. Those definitive
documents also are expected to include an updated version of
this White Paper, which may differ significantly from the
current version.
This White Paper shouldn't be treated or read as a guarantee
or promise of how SUPLARs business will develop, nor how
SUPL-token develops its utility or value.
This White Paper outlines current plans, which could change
at its discretion. The success will depend on many factors
outside SUPLAR control, including market-based factors and
factors within the data and cryptocurrency industries. Any
statements about future events are based solely on SUPLAR
analysis of the issues described in this White Paper, and
that analysis may prove to be incorrect.
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ABSTRACT
SUPLAR is a work-in-progress decentralized fund platform that
is built on the Solana Blockchain.
SUPLAR the platform will provide users with the opportunity
to join decentralized funds that follow the value of other
underlying assets, most notably non-blockchain assets such as
indices, stocks, or any combination of assets the user
desires.
SUPLAR solves the problem of participating in traditional
financial assets with decentralization through its platform
and its token.
SUPL is an SPL utility token created to enable transactions,
settle gains, or losses that may endure during a user
engagement with decentralized funds on SUPLAR and increase
user activity.
SUPL is an active token on the Solana blockchain mainnet,
which offers SUPLAR fast transaction speed, low transaction
fees, and a powerful ecosystem from which SUPLAR can derive
growth.
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1. Changelog
Suplar White Paper is a live document that we will keep
updated on our evolving plans. To increase transparency in
the development process of Suplar, every version of the White
Paper will be accessible on our website1 for the community to
see. We have included a changelog to our White Paper to
highlight the changes and updates to make it easier.

● Added changelog
● Updated SUPL Distribution
● Updated Initial Roadmap
● Updated definition of decentralized funds
● Updated Suplar benefits
● Updated SUPL utility
● Updated How to gain SUPL
● Added Private SUPL vesting schedule
● Added new alternative Suplar use cases
● Fixed typos
● Added social media links

1

Suplar White Paper V1.0
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2. Our Vision
Our vision is to bridge the worlds of traditional financial
assets such as stocks, funds, indices, options, and more, and
new blockchain technology and its underlying assets such as
tokens and coins and synthetic assets.

A world where everyone and anyone could invest in what they
want with the mechanics they want; this is a dream that
defines us, and SUPLAR is the realization of such a dream.

We want to create a platform that enables every user the
opportunity to invest in what they want and believe without
restrictions, minimum order sizes, country restrictions, high
fees, and more.

The most significant obstacles for the democratization of
financial assets and their equal growth that everyone could
benefit from are: the absence of transparency, high fees,
substantial minimum order sizes, long order execution times,
long minimum holding times, high-frequency trading, backroom
deals, lack of information, complicated financial assets, and
exploitative maneuvers.
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We will create a platform that offers the alternative method
of growth to the public worldwide to gain access to financial
assets they couldn't ever have the opportunity to invest in
and, in some, ever even see existing.

SUPLAR bridges economic opportunity to all equally.

That is why -- we created SUPL and SUPLAR.

3. Suplar
Suplar is an upcoming decentralized fund platform that
enables users to create and join decentralized funds that
follow the underlying financial assets of their choice.
Suplar and its token SUPL are entirely built on the Solana
Blockchain2 to take advantage of Solana's low fees, better
performance, and impeccable speed.

3.1 Suplar Platform
In the beginning, SUPLAR will host platform-based funds and
user-created funds for users to join in to stake their SUPL.

2

Solana White Paper
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In the later stages, SUPLAR will host user-created funds to
provide liquidity to stake the underlying SPL-token of choice
to the fund.
We will design a platform that is easy to understand; all the
mechanics and assets of investing are explained thoroughly
through a created, shared, and an open-sourced wiki.
Anyone with an SOL-based wallet (such as Sollet, Phantom,
Trust wallet, Exodus, Coin98, Zelcore, and any sol-based
wallet of the future.) can interact with the SUPLAR platform
to interact with decentralized funds the users, and we
provide.
Our first main objective is to provide interaction with
decentralized funds to the platform. We are still designing
future features depending on user requests and demand to
drive the development of SUPLAR.
SUPLAR, the platform, will significantly benefit from being
built on the Solana blockchain. It provides us with fast
transactions, order times, fund creation, fund management,
and SPL-token settlement either in SUPL or in the future, any
SPL-token.
The platform will utilize a clear and minimalistic design to
increase user engagement without distractions and non-crucial
information.
SUPLAR is a staking and investing platform that wants to grow
public financial knowledge and enable users worldwide with
more economic opportunities through SUPL and available
SPL-tokens.
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3.2 Decentralized Funds
SUPLAR will host and create decentralized funds that follow
the real-time value of a financial asset or assets the fund
chooses to follow. The underlying financial asset will not
back these funds. The funds will only track the value of
these assets to change the value of the SUPL or SPL-token
invested prior.
Decentralized funds on Suplar will utilize on (reputable
oracles) and off-chain (reputable data providers) asset data
feeds to evaluate decentralized funds' current value.
To provide maximum information and security to SUPLAR users,
every financial asset the users or SUPLAR itself supplies for
the funds will require a wiki article about it within the
platform, which the users can create, but not verify on their
own.
SUPLAR platform will have a planned transaction fee of 0.3%
SUPL in joining and exiting a fund. To reinvest the SUPL
gains, one must exit the fund to settle the gained SUPL to
the wallet and join the fund again with the increased amount
of SUPL.

3.2.1 SUPLAR SUPL Funds
A SUPLAR SUPL-based fund is a fund that tracks the value of
underlying financial assets the fund wants to follow and
settles the gains or losses in SUPL.
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For example, a user decides to join a fund called suplSP500
that would follow the value of the S&P 500 index. The users
would stake 1,000 SUPL

(0.3% transaction fee in SUPL) to

join said fund to benefit from investing in an S&P 500 index
in a decentralized manner with SUPL.
Say the S&P 500 index would grow 1% before the user exits the
fund (which they could at anytime.) Exiting the fund would
give the user (1,000 X (1,000x0,97) X 1,01-transaction fee
(0,3%)) settlement of SUPL into their SOL-based wallet near
instantly.
The user can use the settled SUPL to join another fund or use
an SOL-SWAP protocol to change the SUPL into USDC or SOL and
use it freely on their own accord.

3.2.2 User-created SUPLAR SUPL FUNDs
User-created SUPL-based funds will function the same way as
the SUPLAR SUPL funds. The difference is that the user can
choose from the pool of available pre-approved financial
assets. The users can choose how much a financial asset
changes the value of the SUPL in the fund.
For example, a user creates a fund that derives its value
from the S&P 500 Index (SPX) and EURO STOXX 50 Index. The
user can decide between 0.1-99.9 split between the value of
these underlying assets that would derive the value of SUPL
gained or lost. To change the fund value split, the user will
have to close and settle the fund before changing, basically
starting a new fund from scratch and value generation.
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A user can have, on the other hand, multiple funds active at
the same time. One can't only change the parameters of one
while it's active and calculating.
As a social element, these user-created funds will be public.
And other users can join user-created funds if they wish.
Unfortunately, if the user decides to close a fund, it will
immediately settle the gains and losses for everyone unless
the user who joined such a fund will create a copy.

3.2.3 User-created SPL-Token-based Funds
In the future, users can create their SPL-token-based funds
on SUPLAR, in which they can pool SPL-tokens that settle the
gains or losses in said SPL-token. Pool providers will then
have the opportunity to change fund mechanics to their liking
and benefit from transaction fees derived from the created
pool.
SUPLAR will enforce a maximum information rule for all pools,
which will be public as an article and accessible from the
pool interface. Such pools will need to disclose all changes
to the underlying fund mechanics (e.g., exit times,
transactions costs, asset listing, asset value percentages).
As we recognize the potential risks in such pools, at launch,
user-created SPL-Token-based Funds will not be available
until the SUPLAR team has done further testing.

3.3 SUPLAR Fund Trading
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By the nature of the SUPLAR platform's fund mechanics, users
can use the funds to trade multiple assets almost instantly
to gain the benefits of these assets value changes due to the
Solana blockchain. Hence, the feature would provide a
platform where users can perform virtually unlimited and fast
trades.
As users could create their funds with desired combined
assets that they can use to trade faster.

3.4 SUPLAR Asset Articles
SUPLAR assets articles are explainer articles that explain
financial assets to the users and broader community. Articles
will educate and provide as much information as possible to
the users before joining or creating a fund.
Mechanically, all the articles will be linked as tooltips at
corresponding assets and their locations, providing quick
information about an asset at a glance. If a user desires to
learn more, they can access the full article from the
tooltip.
SUPLAR will provide at least one article per asset and
require an article before an asset joins the pre-approved
list the users can choose from to create the funds.
At first, the SUPLAR team will create the first articles, but
there will be a SUPL reserve for community-based article
contributions. A program we call “Asset Article Program,” in
which SUPLAR rewards article creators with SUPL.
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SUPLAR articles will be public to gain the benefit of search
engine optimization and further growth and traction.

3.5 Alternative SUPLAR Platform use cases
Market value tracking - even if you don't actively
participate in the funds or other activities on SUPLAR, you
can still choose to use it for tracking the market.
Experimental Fund Creation - As you can create a fund with
only 0.1 SUPL, anyone interested in experimental markets can
create unique combinations of assets they want to follow.
Portfolio Management and Tracking - As you can create a fund
with only 0.1 SUPL, you can create a fund that mimics your
investing portfolio for tracking its value.
SPL-token Distribution - Project developers can create funds
to distribute their project’s SPL-tokens to a new user base.
Social Investing - Every user-created fund will be publicly
available to everyone, and they can follow other users whose
investing ideology they share and like.
Education - Suplar asset articles will provide educational content
about the assets the funds will use and provide users with an easy way
to learn more about the assets.

3.6 Engaging with SUPLAR Example
We will now walk through two different user types through our
platform and imagine how an average use case would realize.
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We recognize two different user types for launch: "the
long-term value seeker" and "the trader." Technically, the
user experiences will be the same as they would use the same
fund creation tools and interfaces across the platform.
The third user type we recognize but won't cater for launch
is the pool creators/managers. We will provide a more
detailed look at their average use case in the future.

3.6.1 Average User Journey

SUPLAR supports both user-types mentioned earlier, as the
long-term value seeker can join a fund and stay engaged for
as long as they want if they choose a SUPLAR SUPL fund or a
User-created SUPLAR SUPL fund.
On the other hand, the Trader user type can benefit from
Solana's fast transactions and enter and exit funds to
maximize their positions.
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4. SUPL - Token
SUPL is a utility SPL-token live on the Solana Mainnet
network. Suplar has minted 500 000 000 SUPL, and no more will
be minted in the future.

4.1 Token Contract & Address
Solana - SPL: DqRNwrvGUffB1j9tEYHcpw1DLMoc2QfwZ25nkBHkvRmr

4.2 SUPL Utility
SUPL enables transactions in the platform, is used for
rewarding asset articles and other community participation,
and represents votes in governance.

4.2.1 Transactions
SUPL is one of the core currencies for paying transactions
using the Suplar platforms’ $SUPL-based funds and creating
new decentralized funds.

4.2.2 Governance Voting
SUPL will represent as votes governance decisions related to
the token and the Suplar platform in the future.
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4.2.3 Community Rewards
Suplar will use SUPL to reward community actions such as
participation in the asset article program, alpha & beta
testing, and future community activities.

4.2.4 SUPL Locked Staking
Suplar will provide locked staking pools for SUPL in the
future for users to benefit from the increased use of the
platform.

4.2.5 Liquidity Mining
Suplar will save a reserve of $SUPL from increasing liquidity
mining rewards in the early stages of the platform’s launch
to increase public ownership and liquidity.

4.3 SUPL Distribution
SUPLAR will only supply 500 000 000 SUPL. We present the
initially planned SUPL distribution in the following table.
Changes to the distribution plan are a possibility. Before
launch, SUPLAR will provide a revised distribution plan to an
updated White Paper.
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Category

Percentage

Team

20.00%

Private Sale Reserve

10.00%

Public Sale Reserve

20.00%

Exchange Liquidity

5.00%

Liquidity Mining

7.50%

Ecosystem reserves

26.50%

Marketing

2.00%

Advisors

1.00%

Asset Article
Program

5.00%

Platform Incentive
Fund

1.00%

All the avaílable SUPL belongs to one of the following three
categories:
● Public Reserve 35.5%
○ Public Sale Reserve 20%
○ Public Gain Reserve 15.5
● Private Reserve 31%
○ Team 20%
○ Private Sale Reserve 10%
○ Advisors Reserve 1%
● Ecosystem Reserve 33.5%
○ Governance 26.5%
○ Exchange Liquidity 5%
○ Marketing 2%
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4.4 SUPL Vesting Schedule
All privately held $SUPL will be locked, including
allocations to team, advisors, and private investors. After a
one year cliff period, 20% of the privately held $SUPL will
be unlocked, and then the rest will be unlocked over 12
quarters in equal proportions.

4.5 How to Gain SUPL
There will be an extinction between pre-launch and
post-launch methods to gain SUPL, which we will list as the
most notable ones. More detailed and accurate ways of gaining
SUPL will be available in the post-launch White Paper.
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4.5.1 Pre-launch plans
Pre-launch SUPL gaining plans are concentrated to benefit the
early user-base and its growth to take the SUPLAR platform
through its testing phase to a public launch. This means
giving users incentives to participate in the alpha and beta
builds of the platform and be involved in the asset article
program.
Three methods will exist for pre-launch SUPL gain, in which
users can interact with:

1. Join the waiting list for alpha by joining the discord
channel
2. Join Asset Article Program (coming soon Q1/22)
3. Be involved in future airdrop-promotions that may come
in the future.
4. Be involved in the Discord community for new community
activities.
A fourth method exists but will be highly limited, which is
becoming an advisor to the project.

4.5.2 Post-launch plans
Post-launch SUPL gaining plans are concentrated on growing
the platform usage metrics and growing the wider community to
enable broader platform adoption.
1. If allocated SUPL for user rewards are not shared before
the launch, user rewards will continue until allocation
is finished.
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2. Using the platform and its decentralized funds to keep
growing SUPLs
3. Participating in any future public sale
4. Liquidity mining

5. Core Benefits of SUPLAR and SUPL
SUPLAR offers many benefits to its platform users as well as
to token holders. We have included many of these benefits in
detail in this White Paper.
● Extensive library of decentralized funds users choose
from
● User freedom to create customizable decentralized funds
● Opportunity to seek growth through non-blockchain assets
in a decentralized manner
● Low barrier for entry – starting at 0.1 SUPL and an
SOL-wallet
● Community-driven (e.g., Asset Article Program,
Governance, User rewards)
● Fixed SUPL Supply to combat inflation
● Increased transaction bandwidth that enables quick
trading and faster fund interaction (joining and
exiting)
● Near-instant transaction confirmation provided by Solana
● Minimal network transaction fees allow user freedom (on
average $0.00025 / 0.000005 SOL)
● Transparent Development
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6. 2021 - 2022 Roadmap
Action

Phase Time

Done

Idea Creation

1

Q3/21

X

SUPL Token Creation

2

Q3/21

X

Project Announcement

3

Q3/21

X

Team Building

4

Q4/21

X

Core Development Begins

5

Q1/22

6

Q1/22

Growth

7

Q1/22

Fundraising

8

Q1/22

Locking Private $SUPL

9

Q1/22

IDO

10

Q1/22

Core Development Continues

11

Q2/22

Private Alpha Testing

12

Q2/22

Announcement of Initial Funds

13

Q2/22

Private Beta with Discord Community

14

Q3/22

Community Rewards

15

Q3/22

Increased Fund Support

16

Q3/22

Public Launch

17

Q4/22

Asset Article Program Applications
opens
A Marketing Campaign for Community
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